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Product Description

Purpose and Goals

Research Questions

Participant Profile

Product Description
What is the Conversion Pixel?
There are many ways to promote a business using Facebook. The Conversion Pixel is a piece of code that
goes into the header of a business’s website to keep track of visitors and conversions, so that business owners
can measure the impact of a specific Facebook ad. It also allows the advertiser to define what a conversion
means for a particular campaign which helps advertisers to measure the success of a campaign more directly,
without using intermediary tools (e.g. Google Analytics). !

!

Purpose and Goals
!
•
•
•

!

to identify obstacles to successful installation of the Conversion Pixel !
to learn whether participants can understand what a Conversion Pixel is and how it works!
to identify pain points which disrupt the formation of trust between users and the Facebook Ads interface!

!

Research Questions
•
•
•

What obstacles prevent users from accomplishing these tasks? !
Do users understand what the Conversion Pixel is? !
Are the steps to install the pixel clear to the user? !
!
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!

Participant Profile
Our participants were mostly entrepreneurs between the ages of 20-55 in the Seattle area. Their businesses were all under 10
employees and most employed between 2-5 persons (inclusive of the participant). !

!

Three participants (P1, P2, P5) were in the first 2 years of a startup and one has been running a tutoring business for 10+
years (P3). One participant had worked professionally in sales and marketing (P4) and one had received an MBA (P3),
although many years ago. The other three were self-taught in marketing, motivated by the specific needs of their businesses,
which ranged from a job-matching forum for college students to an events venue.!

!

!

Experience
with FB ad

Experience
with other
service
(Google)

Participant

Age

Gender

Type of
business

Code
background

Role in
business

Professional
Marketing
Experienc

P1

21-25

Male

Job Portal
for college
students

Yes

CEO

No

3 months

3 months

P2

21-25

Male

Job Portal
for college
students

No

Business
Development

No

No

No

P3

51

Male

Education/
Tutoring

No

Director

MBA

Yes

Yes

No

Managing
Editon

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Creative
Alchemist

No

Yes

Yes

P4

3

Female

Online
Discussion
Forum

P5

21-25

Female

Lounge
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Executive Summary

Our Study

Key Findings

Executive Summary
The Facebook Conversion Pixel is a snippet of tracking code that goes into a business owner’s website
and allows them to keep track of visitors and conversions from their Facebook ads. Our goal is to
identify key usability issues with common tasks during the pixel installation process and also see
whether the process fits users’ mental models. We planned and carried out our usability study to figure
out users’ pain points, and we used the findings from this study to help us provide recommendations for
the Conversion Pixel installation interface.!

Our study
We conducted a five-participant usability test of the conversion pixel. We selected the participants with
our screening questions (Appendix C) and scheduled them at WeWork, a collaborative co-working space
in South Lake Union, Seattle where we conducted our usability testing sessions in conference rooms.
We created tasks to test how people select their campaign objective, create a pixel, add the pixel in their
ad and view the results in the dashboard. We also investigated the participants’ general impressions and
mental models for a tool like the Conversion Pixel. We collected qualitative information about the
participants’ experiences with the Conversion Pixel in the form of think-aloud data and interview
responses. We gathered quantitative data in a post-task survey. We recorded the usability tests on a
Macbook Pro with Camtasia and analyzed the recordings and our notes to develop our findings.!

!
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Executive Summary
We found 11 issues as users progressed along the pixel installation process. We sorted them into four
categories and discuss them in detail in the “Findings” Section.!
• Findings Related to Terminology!
• Findings Related to Visibility!
• Findings Related to Balanced User Interface!
• Findings Related to Trust !

!
!

Key Findings
We came up with three major findings after identifying many lower-level issues with terminology, visibility
of system status, balanced user interface and trust.

#1. The value proposition of the Conversion Pixel is not clearly communicated, so while advertisers can
complete tasks, they lack motivation for reaching the end of the process. !
#2. Certain key terms are not clear and this creates distance between the user and the product,
disrupting a trust relationship.!

!

#3. The flow of the pixel and ad creating process is not clear and new users are not sure how long it will
take to complete it. !
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Executive Summary
Key Finding #1
The value proposition of the Conversion Pixel is not clearly communicated, so while
advertisers can complete tasks, they lack motivation for reaching the end of the process. !
How did we know? !
• Medium-low confidence coupled with task success. !
• Choosing a custom audience provoked the most excitement we saw. We believe if the potential of the
Conversion Pixel were understood, it would be just as exciting.!
• Concerns about time spent: “I’m a business owner. I don’t have time to learn this..if I wasn’t here, I would
have stopped after five minutes. I would have promised myself I would come back later...and then
probably never go back.” !

!

Here are some potential reasons why value is not clear: !

!

“Choose Campaign Objectives” Page does not distinguish between Facebook for Business Page options
(promote your page, boosted posts, etc.) from business website options (conversions). The Conversion
Pixel and Pages are two different products. Not differentiating between them has the result of blurring ideas
about efficacy and type of data received. !

!

The two value propositions given at the outset of the process do not convey the emotional content ( “Gimme
five!”) of a conversion, so business owners have to translate for themselves where this product can take
them. !

!

Fixes!
• Customize options based on the person’s business. Create a visual hierarchy of options based on
likelihood they apply to a person’s business. !
• Support value propositions with quotes from business owners. Eg. “I used to look at Google Analytics to
try to figure out if my Facebook Ad was leading to conversions, but it was a guessing game. I like that the
Conversion Pixel gives me clear data about if an ad is effective so I can change or adjust it if I need to.” !

!
!
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Executive Summary
!Key Finding #2
!
Certain key terms are not clear and this creates distance between the user and the product,
disrupting a trust relationship. !

!

When they encounter words they don't understand, they wonder: Is this product designed for
someone with greater technical expertise ? Will I break or damage my website if I make a
mistake in this process? They even wondered if the lack of clarity was intentional: “I’m
starting to get creeped and shaded out. I don’t know why Facebook wants to place code on
my website” (P1). Participant 3 said, “If this thing is on my shopping cart page, will it steal
my customers’ information? Hope not!” !

!How do we know which words are confusing? !

Users tell us: !
“What the hell is a pixel?” !
“I have no idea what I am verifying here…that I am the right person?”!
•

!
•

!

Users show us. Two novice users failed Task 1 which required them to understand the meaning of the
word ‘conversion’ well enough to act on it. Only one of five users passed this task with high confidence. !

Problem Terms!
Pixel, verify and conversion. !

!

Fixes !
Specific recommendations for each term are addressed in ‘Findings.’ As a whole, we believe more visible
mapping of the process would give people a stronger context in which to interpret terms and act on them. !

!
!
!
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Executive Summary
Key Finding #3
The flow of the pixel and ad creating process is not clear and new users are not sure how
long it will take them to complete. !

How do we know which words are confusing? !
This is a high-level problem we discovered after identifying many lower-level issues around navigation,
system feedback, and text-heavy UI. We believe that having an overview of the process would help users
make sense of terms they don’t understand and give them more confidence as they move from step to step.
In other words, this finding has bearing on the other two key findings as well. !

!

Users remarked upon the confirmations they would expect and like to see even when they were able to
complete the task with confidence. !

!

Specific Points to Add Positive Confirmations: !
• After email with code is sent to the developer, a pop-up informs the user that it was successfully sent and
provides the recipient’s email address. !
• When “verify” is clicked for the second time, a text in the pop-up acknowledges that an email with code
has already been sent and gives the recipient email address and timestamp. !
• When users create a pixel for the first time, switch the red “warning” icon for a positive green icon that
says “You have created a pixel, the next step is to verify it.” !
• After a pixel is verified, give a larger indication or message that it was successfully installed. !

!
!
!
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Methods

Identify Participants

Test Setting

Test Methods

Data Collection

Identify Participants

Based on our sponsor’s suggestions, we started by conducting an interview of a business owners to get an idea
about the requirements and the thought process they have around online marketing and came up with our
preliminary user profiles. We validated and iterated our assumption profiles by sharing them them with
professionals in similar roles and gathering their feedback. !

!

Finally, we landed on two major user profiles: Marketing Marissa (an online marketing strategist) and
eCommerce Eric (an eCommerce business owner). Based on the profiles, we developed our screening
questions.!

!

We have two major sources for selecting participants. One is from Microsoft’s participants pool. Another is via a
post to WeWork Seattle’s internal social networking site. We also reached out to the Seattle eCommerce Meet
up group and got help circulating our screener from one of their members. !
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Test Settings
We have tested 5 participants who emailed the tracking code to a third party. They were observed while
creating and verifying the Conversion Pixel for a sample website Shamrockstyles.com or their business website,
depending upon their preference. !

!

The study mostly happened in various WeWork conference rooms on weekdays. Mike reserved the conference
room in WeWork Space based on our schedule. Each participant used a Mac provided by one of the team
members and viewed the website using the Chrome. We used Camtasia to record the computer screen as the
participants completed the tasks and to record the think-aloud comments. The notetakers observed the session
in the same room using Google Hangout’s screen-share feature.!

!

We arranged the room to reduce visual distraction for participants and provide a clean, well-lit background for video.
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Test Methods
Three methods were used during our usability study: qualitative interview, participant observation & think
aloud, and an adapted USE questionnaire. Camtasia was used to record screens, click flows and audio.
During the test, we used Google Hangouts to share the participant’s screen with observers.!

!

Before starting tasks, we asked a few questions to learn about the participant’s experience with online
advertising. These served as a re-screener. Next, we did a short training in the think-aloud technique. Then the
participant completed four tasks (discussed in greater detail below) and share his/her thoughts and impressions
with us in accordance with the think-aloud method. After that, regardless of whether the participant successfully
completed all the tasks or dropped off half way, we wrapped up the entire session and asked him/her to
complete our adapted USE questionnaire. Finally, we gave them the incentive and said thank you and goodbye.
Then we analysed our data with the recorded videos by extracting all the issues and errors.!

!
!

Data Collection
We used Camtasia to record users’ click flows, facial expressions and audio data. We gathered qualitative data
consisting of comments or questions about the product by having the participants use think-aloud protocol. In
addition to this data, we used the pre- and post-task interviews and adapted USE questionnaire to get an idea of
the perceived and actual difficulty of each task. We analyzed the content of our qualitative observations to find
key themes common across participants and used these dominant themes to make recommendations for future
action. !

!
!
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Findings

Terminology

Visibility

Balanced UI

Building Trust

Findings
Overview

!
Based on the collected data from our participants, we have identified 11 findings in total with six preliminary findings. The
findings were classified into four major categories which are terminology, visibility, balanced UI and building trust. There
were four terminology issues, five visibility issues, one balanced UI issue and two trust issues. Terminology issues refer to
the words that participants had a hard time discovering the meaning of. Visibility issues include visibility of system status
issues and visibility of navigation issues. Participants had difficulty finding their location in the process of completing given
tasks. Balanced UI highlights the balance between text and images in the UI. Finally, building trust issues are the issues
that arose when participants’ trust in the product was affected. !

!
!

Severity
We used the scale below:!

!
•
•
•
•

!

Minor, subtle problem, points to a future enhancement!
Moderate, has a significant effect on usability!
Major, causes delays and frustration and inhibits trust!
Critical, prevents completion of the task !

We had three major, six moderate and three minor issues in total. Although we included critical, in the scale we didn't discover
any critical issues.!
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Not being able to understand
the term pixel scares users
and make them uncertain
about the whole procedure

Finding #1
Pixel is a confusing term.
Data!
•

All participants were confused about the term ‘pixel’.!

Quotes!
•

•

•

"I'm fascinated by what the hell a conversion
pixel is. A pixel is a dot on a screen. And I have
no idea why that would be called a conversion
pixel...I'm a little bit mystified." !
"All of the sudden, I have an idea what a
conversion pixel is...why the hell would you call
a piece of code a pixel?”!
"I certainly hope no one is stealing my
customer information." !

Recommendation!
•

•

Experiment with some other words,
such as ‘tracking code.!
Explicitly clarify the meaning!

!
Terminology
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Users get lost when they are
not sure about conversion
which affects performance
significantly.

Finding #2
“Increase conversions on your website” was not discoverable.
Data!
•

Two out of five participants were not able to find the menu option at the first attempt.

Quotes!
"You're increasing website traffic is what I
assume 'increase conversions on your website'
means. This is not tied to a product for me"!
"I am not sure which one of these to click on to,
to get to the tool my friend (in the scenario)
was talking about”!

•

•

Recommendation!
•

!
!

Since there are users who are not familiar with
marketing terms, a different word should be
used or the word ‘conversion’ should be
explained in an easy term.!

Terminology
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Users already wonder how
this relates to their website.
“Shopping cart” was the
point in the list where people
‘got’ the task.

Finding #3
Choose Pixel Category options are confusing.
Data!
PP1 changed his selection 3 times before settling on one. !
Four out of five participants showed low/medium confidence on this task. !

•
•

Quotes!
“I don’t know what “Checkouts” is…”!
“Leads” is pretty vague..” !
“I am fascinated by how this piece of code will
go in my shopping cart. Will it steal my
customer information? Hope not!” !

•
•
•

!
!

Recommendation!
Provide confirmation after selecting a menu
option. Example: “Your pixel will track the
number of visitors from your Facebook
campaign who register on your site after
clicking through the ad.” !

•

!

!
!
!

Terminology
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People mistake “Name” to
mean their name because
they don’t understand why
they are naming the pixel.

Finding #4
Pixel “Name” label is not clear.
Data!
Two participants believed it was asking for their own names. !
One participant entered his first and last name.!
Another tried to create a pixel without naming it because he didn’t know what name it was asking for.!

•
•
•

Quotes!
“Is this my name or the website’s name, I don’t
know.. so I’ll just leave it blank”!

•

!

Recommendation!
•

!
!
!

Offer grey example text within “name” window.!

!
!

Terminology
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Users are lost in the process
and not sure it’s a good use
of their time.

Finding #5

The flow of the pixel and ad creating process is not clear and people
are not sure how long it will take to complete it.
Data!
•
•
•

Only one person tested was able to respond positively to the statement “this saves me time when I use it.”!
The other four were neutral or negative, one referring to it as “time-costly.”!
Additionally, another person verified his pixel and wanted to go look for his ad on Facebook to confirm that it had been
posted, an indication he did not understand the difference between creating a pixel and creating an ad. !

!

Quotes!
•
•

!

“At this point [sees pixel is verified], I’d like to go on Facebook and see the ad myself for confirmation.”!
“I’m a business owner. I don’t have time to learn this right now...I find this process time-costly.”!

!
!

Recommendation!
•

•

!
!

Visualize the progress which help users understand how much they have completed and how much they need to
do more!
Provide more clear instruction and confirmation along the process.!

!
!
!

Visibility
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A clear direction of flow gives
a sense of efficacy and
control to the user.

Finding #6
Navigation direction was not clear after creating pixel.
Data!
Participant 2 was not aware that the page was scrollable, so he was trying to scroll back and forth. !
Some participants were not aware that the page was scrollable.

•
•

Quotes!
•

•
•

“I’m not sure what to do next. I guess up here where
usually there’s a next button or something, it says ‘help
choosing an objective.. I assume that’s the next step.
Hmm, It takes me to this different page, with kind of a
lot of text...it looks like Help.” !
!
!
!
"I wasn't expecting the scroll. I was expecting it to jump
to the next step in the this box or have a “next step”
kind of button. Just have a separate page for each step
versus having to scroll through this long page to finish
my transaction." !

!

Recommendation!
•

!
!

Visualize the progress such as progress bar
which help users understand how much they
have completed and how much they need to
do more!

Visibility
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Positive feedback about
successful actions is a way
to build rapport.

Finding #7
Visual Confirmation of Task Success is unclear
Data!
•

One participant had a typo in email address of developer and did not realize he sent to wrong person. !

Quotes!
•

!

“I’m not sure if it’s sent...or what I need to do next.” !

Recommendation!
•

Add indication that a step has already been
completed once and what was done, eg. “You
emailed this code to randy@developer.com today at
1:30pm.” !

Visibility
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A confirmation after sending the email to developers.

Knowing how much money
they will spend for the ad is
important

Finding #8
Budget type selection is not clear.
Data!
•

Two participants chose the wrong option and were not aware that they could choose between ‘per day’ and ‘lifetime
budget.’

Recommendation!
•

!
!

Use radio buttons or some other format instead
of a drop down list so that users can know that
they can make a choice between ‘per day’ and
‘lifetime budget’!

!

Visibility
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The list offers many
attractive choices and
stimulating words that left
users unsure which option to
choose.

Finding #9
Campaign objective list is overwhelming.
Data!
•
•
•

Two participants chose wrong option. It took them about a minute to figure out the right option. !
Particularly, one new user spent more than four minutes to understand the list.!
One participant wanted to avoid this page so badly that he went back to the advertising homepage to
try to find an alternative. When the green“Create Ad” button returned him to this page, he cursed.

Quotes!
•
•

“Ideally, I want all of these for my business” !
“It seems like there are a lot of options and I am
not sure if any one of these will be good.” !

!

Recommendation!
•

Classify them or make the list easier to
understand!

!
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Balanced UI

*hard to measure because we
believe presence of moderator, task
structure of usability tests may have
reduced likelihood of choosing onscreen help options.

Finding #10
In-page help is under-utilized.
Data!
•

4 out of 5 participants expressed confusion on screens where help was present, but no one used the
help feature.

Recommendation!
•

Increase visibility of help option. !

!
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Building Trust

The red icon gives an
impression to users that they
did something wrong.

Finding #11
Red warning icon after creating pixel disturbs users.

Data!
•

The red icon gave an impression to one user that he did something wrong.

Quotes!
•

“I’m getting this kind of warning icon I guess
and I guess I did something wrong”!

Recommendation!
•

Rather than the warning icon, it would be better
to provide them with further actions they could
take.!

!
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Building Trust

Mock-ups

Mock-ups
Based on the findings above, we came up with some possible design solutions for each step.!

!

Step 1: Choose Objective
•
•

!
!

Provide progress bar with more detailed instruction. !
Use the words that users are familiar with.!
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Mock-ups
Step 2: Create a pixel
•
•
•
•

!
!

Provide visual communication about task success.!
Provide clear signals that indicate the flow of progress!
Make easy-to-access help button on each page!
Users can activate the pixel whenever they want.!
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Mock-ups
Step 3: Create an ad

•
•

!
!

Use radio button instead of dropdown list in budget setting.!
Hide less important options under “show advanced options”.!
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Next Steps

Next Steps
Additional Research
Contextual inquiry!
We recommend using contextual inquiry to learn more about how self-taught marketers think about
online advertising and gather some ‘natural language’ vocabulary -- what are the words they use to
talk about their goals? What do they expect to find when they go to place an ad on Facebook? Which
words are part of their ‘active’ vocabulary, and which words do they understand in a more passive
sense? (prime example: “conversion”) !

Card Sorting!
The “Choose Campaign Objective” page was received as too text-heavy. Use card sorting to find
out which terms are the best ways to represent a certain path. May also be useful to see which terms
attract different types of users (self-taught, professional, different types of businesses etc.) and then
what they expect will be behind the click. The more this page can be tailored to the person seeing it,
the more successful it will be. Options that are not relevant but are presented as equally relevant in
the visual hierarchy are confusing and a card sort would offer good information about how to make
hierarchy decisions based on user background.!

!
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Next Steps

Taking a step back, we would also suggest further usability testing of our two user profiles,
Marketing Marissa and Ecommerce Eric. Both have the potential and motivation to become power
users of the Facebook Ads platform and particularly, benefit from the granularity of the data offered
by the Conversion Pixel. Checking in with them both as they set up a pixel and as they check the
results to identify which tools they are not using and any workarounds they’ve found would be useful.
An additional area of for potential power users would be a contextual inquiry around their tools: how
does the data from the Conversion Pixel contribute to and compete with data from other sources like
Google Analytics, Salesforce, etc.?!

!

With this project, one of the interesting factors is that there are so many potential users and the tool
can be difficult to implement. It might be tricky, but if there were ways to invite current or potential
advertisers that people on the team already know into the process, it validates the data on a deeper
level for them. !

!
!
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Appendix

Appendix A: User Survey
1. Number of full-time employees:!
• It’s just me!
• 2-5!
• 6-10!
• 11-50!
• 50+!

!

2. What service do you use for your business website?!
• Wordpress!
• Weebly!
• Wix!
• GoDaddy!
• Shopify!
• Self-built!
• I don't have a website for my business!
• I hired a company to build one for me!
• Other!

!

3. Which best descries the way you or the business owner updates your company’s website:!
• I send an email to the person or company that handles the website.!
• I make changes myself using a program like Wordpress, Wix, Weebly or Squarespace or others where I do
not have to see code.!
• I can make changes using a CMS or by changing the code and uploading to server.!
• I don’t, my business is successful without a website!
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Appendix A: User Survey
4. If you have an online shop, what service do you use?!
• WooCommerce!
• Wix!
• Shopfiy!
• Etsy!
• BigCommerce!
• Squarespace!
• self-built!
• Amazon!
• Paypal!
• Paypal!
• I don't have an online shop!
• I don't have an online shop!
• Other!

!

5. How does your business advertise? (Check all that apply)!
• Word of mouth!
• Flyers!
• Newspaper ads!
• Facebook for Business page!
• I am a seller on Amazon, Etsy, or another 3rd party website.!
• On our website!
• Online advertising (Google Ads, Facebook Ads, Bing Ads, etc.)!
• Client referrals!

!
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Appendix A: User Survey

6. Which of the following do you plan to use in the next year? (Check all that apply)!
• Mailers!
• Google AdWords!
• Facebook ads!
• Newspaper ads!
• Twitter!
• Pinterest!
• Festivals, markets, in-person networking!
• improve our website search engine rankings!
• targeted email marketing!
• Other!

!

7. If you’d like to learn more about our research findings, we would love to share our results with you. Thank
you so much for sharing your time with us.!

!

!
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Appendix A: User Survey

6. Which of the following do you plan to use in the next year? (Check all that apply)!
• Mailers!
• Google AdWords!
• Facebook ads!
• Newspaper ads!
• Twitter!
• Pinterest!
• Festivals, markets, in-person networking!
• improve our website search engine rankings!
• targeted email marketing!
• Other!

!

7. If you’d like to learn more about our research findings, we would love to share our results with you. Thank
you so much for sharing your time with us.!

!

!
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Appendix B: Profile Validation

Assumption Process & Affinity Diagram!
We started by conducting an interview of a business owners to get an idea about the requirements and the
thought process they have around online marketing. Afterwards, each of us did secondary research about
existing Facebook ads and created one persona each with the learning from the research and interview.!
In our next meeting, we shared our personas and made a list of all possible requirements. We wrote each of
these needs and challenges on post-it notes and created an affinity diagram to summarize. From this, we
came up with 5 major themes: Dashboard, Self-installation, Budget, Help, and Audience. Then we tried
coming up with a detailed description of each of these categories and made two personas.!

!

Validation Process!
We validated our assumption profiles by sharing them them with professionals in similar roles and gathering
their feedback. We iterated on the profiles between validation interviews. We performed 30-minute interviews
with two professionals for each persona. We kept an eye out for extreme characteristics, for instance a person
whose business started from an popular Instagram account. sought out the attitudes, capabilities and
behaviors that defined each group.!

!
!

!
!
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Appendix B: Profile Validation

!
Marketing Marissa!
Online Marketing Strategist, 2 years, MBA, mid-30s. Works for an online university. !
Founder & Product Manager at Startup, involved in market research and initial marketing. !

!

eCommerce Eric!
eCommerce Business owner, 10 years experience. 95% of sales come from Google AdWords. No other advertising
used except referrals. Full-time staff of 4. Pays AdWords & SEO consultants, interprets monthly Google Analytics
report by email from consultant. !
eCommerce Startup 7 months old. Background in PR. Company emerged from popular Instagram. Very much
bootstrapping attitude.!

!
!

We changed elements that one or both professionals indicated were inconsistent with their experience. The
responses we received were affirmative, including “yes, all of these words describe what I do everyday.” !

!
!

!
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Appendix C: Screener Questions
http://goo.gl/5VqMNq!

!
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Appendix D: Consent Form
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bxw-vmELieidclFmY3hGODZ5Zlk&authuser=0!

!
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Appendix E: Script and Scenario

Hello, ____ Welcome! Thank you for coming. How are you? !
My name is <moderator name>, and I am going to be walking you through this session.!
I’m studying how an online advertising interface works for the people who are its audience. This is <observer name> who
will observing what we’re doing today, <note taker name>, who will be taking notes, and <tech expert name>, who will be
managing tech-related issues.!
We brought you here to see what you think of this product: What seems to work for you, what does not and so on.!
This whole process should take about an hour. !
The procedure we’re going to do today goes like this: we’re going to start out and talk for a few minutes about how you use
online marketing? analytics? , what you like, what kinds of problems you run into, that sort of thing. Then I’m going to show
you a product and have you try out a couple of things with it. Then we’ll wrap up, I’ll ask you a few more questions about it
and we’re done !
You can’t do anything wrong here. Thanks so much for coming today to help us learn about how this website works. There
is a restroom on this floor and you can leave at any time, for any reason, and keep these gift cards. !
We are going to be videotaping what happens here today, but the video is for analysis purpose only. It’s primarily so I don’t
have to sit here and scribble notes and I can concentrate on talking to you. It is strictly for research and not for public
broadcast or publicity or promotion or laughing at christmas parties.!
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Like I said, we’d like you to help us learn about how a product we’re studying works in the real world . It’s designed for
people like you, so we’d really like to know what you think about it and what works and doesn’t work for you. !
We want to hear exactly what you think, so please don't worry that you're going to hurt our feelings. We want to improve it,
so we need to know honestly what you think.!
If you have questions,please feel free to ask. I may not be able to answer them right away, since we're interested in how
people do when they don't have someone sitting next to them, but I will try to answer any questions you still have when
we're done. So think I’m not here. !

!

I’m willing to answer questions about terms that you are not sure/ unfamiliar with.
Besides terms such as conversions, pixels, leads, checkout,!

!

[Video Start]!
From now on, our conversation will be recorded on video and audio.!

!
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[Pre-test interview]!

!

What is conversion?!
What role do conversions play for you at this stage in your business? !
How would you describe your business? !
Is it new? How did you get idea for that?!
One of the things we’re curious about is how small business owners connect with their websites. Can you tell me a little
about how you interact with yours? !
How about marketing tools? !
Is it part of your role to keep track of things at that end, too? !
Have you ever placed an Ad on Facebook? !
What about Google AdWords or Google Analytics?!
Did you find them useful?!
It sounds like your business connects people online and has a checkout page. At this stage, how much of your time do you
spend focusing on advertising in your role and how much time focusing on other parts of running the business?!
So you look at that pretty often? maybe once a week, once a month? just on average…!

!

!
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Before we do home page tour...!
Are you familiar with ‘Thinking aloud method’? Would you like to practice?!
[Thinking aloud]!
PRACTICE: THINKING ALOUD WITH PEN CAP: “Part of what will happen today is that you’ll share your thoughts and
impressions with us as you do something. For instance, as I’m sitting here and holding the script and thinking about how
nice it is to be here with you today. I am flipping the page of the script and then folding it [...slow…] and now I’m going to
hand you a pen and [.....slow…] ask you to tell me what you think as you get ready to write with it. [make sure they
have scrap paper in front of them]!
“great. every detail that you gave me there [ like...mention a detail?] was really helpful to me in understanding what that was
like for you. Thank you.” !

!
!
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[Home Page tour]!
For the purposes of our research, we are going to appoint you CEO of Shamrock Styles. !
Wow! It’s an honor, huh? And right before St. Patrick’s Day too! [Check out your awesome website]. Let them look at both
pages. !
You have a lot of loyal customers here in Seattle, but you are wanting to meet new customers through Facebook Ads, then
have take the action of registering on your website. !
You can be yourself and draw on your own experiences here, you don’t have to become another person. !
Do whatever you would do in real life.!
We’ll start with this page. What does it look like it is about? What can you do here?
[ when they say ‘create pixel’ or ‘create ad’ just say ‘go ahead and do that’’ / if they express confusion over pixel say: “pixel
is the word Facebook uses for the tracking code that go in your website. It keeps track of visitors and conversions, so that
you can measure how the Facebook Ad is having an impact. It’s similar to a tracking code in Google Analytics. ”!
/advertising - look (setting up the study, goal: expose them to what they would normally see before the ads/create page and
the information and language they would see.)!

!
!
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A friend of yours at WeWork told you about this feature where he could see exactly how many people clicked on his
Facebook ad. He really liked that he could see how many new registrations came to his website from that particular ad. You
are curious to try it because you are offering 25% off coupon for people who sign up for your mailing list. !

!

What does it look like it is about? What can you do here?!
• home page tour: ads/create (what do you make of this? what can you do here?)!
• hand out printed task 1, they read the task aloud!

!

!

[Wrap up questions]!

!

How would you describe this product in a couple of sentences to someone with a level of computer and online marketing
experience similar as yours?!
Is this an interesting service? IS this something that you would use? Is this something you wanna do again?!
Is this something you would recommend? Why and why not?!
Can you summarize what we’ve been talking about by saying three good things and three bad things about the product?!

!
!
!
!
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Task 1:!

!

You decide to look for the feature your friend told you about on Facebook advertising, where you can track exactly which
ads create the most number of follow-through actions like registration, adding item to shopping cart, or checkouts.!
Which one do you think your friend was talking about here?!

!

Task 2:!

!

Go ahead and fill out this information. !

!

Webpage: ShamrockStyles.com or your webpage!
Pixel name: Shamrock Styles or your company name!
Campaign name: Shamrock Styles or your company name!

!

You can email to: ankurag@uw.edu!
You don’t need to say anything else to the developer.!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Task 3
Your budget is $1.00 in total for this campaign. You don’t need spend too much time to define your audience. You want
to make sure that you can get information about how many conversions you get from this ad. !
Shamrock Styles is bankrolled by a noted Angel Investor who would like to remain anonymous at this time, so when it
comes to payment, hand the computer to the moderator and they will enter payment info.!

!

Task 4
You’ve sent the code to your developer. You wonder if they’ve had time to take care of it yet. Is there a way to check on this
page?!

!
!

Task 5
You want to know if the ad you’ve placed is bringing people to your website who then take the action to register. How can
you tell? !

!
!
!
!
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!
(Scale from 1 to 7)!

!

It is user friendly. !
It saves me time when I use it.!
It makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done. !
It gives me more control over advertising my business. !
I don't notice any inconsistencies as I use it. !
It works the way I want it to work. !
I can use it successfully every time. !
I quickly became skillful with it. !
I would recommend it to a friend.!

!
!
!
!
!
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!
(Scale from 1 to 7)!

!

It is user friendly. !
It saves me time when I use it.!
It makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done. !
It gives me more control over advertising my business. !
I don't notice any inconsistencies as I use it. !
It works the way I want it to work. !
I can use it successfully every time. !
I quickly became skillful with it. !
I would recommend it to a friend.!

!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix H: Summary of Data

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LOFwX6Lu_4MnNhMzRFVGt5d19PYXAwRDh4WXhTMlljVG1j/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LOFwX6Lu_4MnNhMzRFVGt5d19PYXAwRDh4WXhTMlljVG1j/view?usp=sharing
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Appendix I: Prototype for Test
http://invis.io/AT29BJJFU
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